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1. Angling Spring Wood (Leaders Hilary Tyrrell & Keith Tyrrell)

Although Hilary is no longer project leader for the wood she and a few volunteers in an informal
capacity have continued to keep the main rides free from brambles, fallen branches, holly, laurel and
litter over the year.

John Morris Director of the Chiltern Woodlands project has had meetings with Tony Marshall to agree
on the best way to minimise ecological damage to the woodland whilst at the same time maintaining it
as a safe and enjoyable place to be.

A woodland walk, led by John, was held at the end of August and was attended not only by PN members
but also members of the public who live nearby or enjoy using the facilities the wood provides. The
purpose of the walk was to inform and discuss woodland management and conservation of the wood.
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2. Boug’s Meadow (Leader John Obee)

I think  I  should call  this  year 'The Year of  the Watering'  after  all  the hours  spent  by a  small
dedicated team of people who helped me frequently during the blistering weeks of summer. Making
good use of the tap in  the caretaker's part  of the car  park toilet  block (we have a key!)  David
Wildman, Colin and Hazel Tyler, Paul Heath and I managed to save most of the plants on the bund and
recently planted young trees from succumbing to the drought. Apart from the watering this has been
another typical maintenance year down at Boug's with several work parties and as usual, frequent work
periods by individuals, notably David. We did not see a return of the river unfortunately. Never mind,
we will hope to see the river flowing in 2019. Once again our efforts in the last 12 months have
centred around controlling the growth of unwanted nettles, clearing up after contractor cutting and
pruning hedges, shrubs and trees.

In October we planted 700 wild flower bulbs in the copse and around the meadow. They came through
progressively in the spring and will of course multiply in future. In the winter we had some unsafe
trees in the copse professionally felled. As well as rendering the area safe this work also let in yet
more light to augment the glades created when the coppicing was done on last year's Community Day.
In the spring we bought and planted £400's worth of plug plants, many of them in the bund.

The summer came and with it came the fruits of our (and the Eco Warriors) seed sowing labours on
Community Day and from the plug plants. The fenced-off enclosures of annuals and perennials became
a mass of colour which lasted until the extraordinary heat took control and the plants began to wilt.
We have never had so much colour before and visitors' accolades were frequent and fulsome. We also
have a great source of seeds for the future.

The benches continue to be very popular with families and elderly people looking for a bit of peace and
quiet in the centre of the village. Unfortunately we have had some vandalism again this year. The police
were  informed.  On  the  bright  side  the  fire  damage  to  the  table  done  by  vandals last  year  was
wonderfully repaired by Colin who also designed and led us in the building of two hibernacula in/under
the bund. These deep 'hideaways' will hopefully attract reptiles and indeed any wildlife ‘looking for a
home' away from the heat of summer or the cold of winter.
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Talking of wildlife, as well as our normal selection, visitors to the site this year included a 'fox in the
copse', a pair of mating scarlet tiger moths (spotted by Christine Hoskins) and a tabby cat! We had
nesting Wrens, Great Tits and Blackbirds and a hedgehog used the meadow as a toilet (poo found by
David Wildman).

On July 7th we participated in National Meadows Day. As well as the expected extra groundwork to
prepare for the day David, Paul and Colin made a nature trail complete with illustrated signs: it's still
there, I suggest you go and see it. On the day before the event some of the children from Little
Kingshill school came and did a trial run of our preparations. They had a great time and so did we! On
the big day several members came to help the visiting public enjoy the occasion. The Hedgehog Corner
(Colin) and Compost Life talks (Hazel) shared the prize for best attended and most enjoyed activities.

On the evening of 31st August we had another Beasts of The Night Safari event at the meadow led by
Julie Hopton. Attendees had a good time on a warm still evening trapping moths and listening for bats.
As always Julie was an enthusiastic, knowledgeable and uplifting host.

So what happens next? Well, we still have funds from the Co-op grant to spend. We plan to get a new
bench to go halfway down the meadow/copse boundary and an Interpretation Board. We may also buy
some more bulbs to plant this Autumn.

So overall another satisfying year at Boug's. With no further news on the meadow being turned into a
car park we are starting to feel confident that the threat has gone. We had a constructive talk with
HS2 Building Contractor representatives on August 21st and gained assurances that our documented
tree felling and road drainage concerns in relation to the widening of Link Road will be considered
before work commences this autumn.

On a personal note I will be standing down as Project Leader at the AGM. My 66th and last work party
as Leader (and Valerie's as flapjack maker) will be on October 7th. I would like to thank ALL the people
who have helped me turn a scruffy piece of unkempt land into a welcoming little wildlife haven over the
last 13 years. It's been a privilege to lead a great, loyal team and make such wonderful friends. I look
forward to many more years wielding my trusty scythe 'Under New Management.'
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3. Butterfly Transect (Co-ordinator Sylvia Bennett)

Butterflies have been described as “one of the most treasured elements of the UK’s wildlife as they
guide  people  deep into  the  wondrous  world  of  nature” (Matthew  Oates,  naturalist and  butterfly
expert). Not only does their presence bring us cheer, but they play an important role in determining
the change in climate which is almost certainly affecting our butterflies massively as well as the loss
of habitat. By monitoring the number of butterflies nationally we can see what is going on and the
continued contribution by Prestwood Nature (PN) to the UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme is of vital
importance.

In  April  I  reported  that  PN  was  entering  its  thirteenth  season  reporting  to  the  UK  Butterfly
Monitoring Scheme, a scheme that has seen an increase in the numbers of other monitoring groups
around the country ie 1646 transects providing data which in 2017 was up by 150.  Despite the
increase in monitoring butterfly numbers for that year were drastically down nationally as reported on
national radio on 11 April 2018. This year the PN Transect has welcomed one new walker, but sadly we
also lost the support of Kieran Sweeney who had been a valued volunteer for the past four years and
who had a great love of nature.

At the beginning of the season the weather prevented walking the Transect for the first two weeks,
so  often the case,  with a  further four  weeks later  in  the season not  walked. As the weather
improved,  officially declared  as  the  hottest summer since  records  began,  by  mid-season  record
numbers of butterflies were recorded with 614 sightings on one walk, including the recording of the
Purple Emperor which caused great excitement.

The Meadow Brown was again recorded in abundance [878], although slightly down on 2017, but once
section 15 of the Transect is cut, the numbers fall dramatically. Sightings of the Ringlet were up on
last year [458], followed by Common Blue [279], Marbled White [251] and Small White [230].

The total for the 2018 Season and the previous four years is:

Year Total Recorded
2014 2786
2015 2846
2016 1426
2017 2009
2018 2610

There were no reports of any hazards encountered on any of the walks.
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4. Churchyards (Leader Tony Marshall)

David Page has now retired as Estate Manager for Holy Trinity and we are awaiting a new appointment
and  a  chance  to  liaise  with  the  new postholder.  Meanwhile  discussions  have  been  planned  for  a
contribution to the management of the churchyard at Great Hampden, possibly with some funding.
This churchyard has a good, if small, wildflower meadow with several uncommon plants. In other parts
it has potential as a waxcap grassland, but so far the mowing regime has not been appropriate and the
number of species is low, despite the presence of some uncommon fungi. I have also carried out a
survey  of  the  derelict  churchyard  at  St Peter  and Paul,  Great  Missenden,  along  with  the  grass
surrounding the church,  with a  view to improving  the quality  of both habitats.  The church walls
themselves are important as the only Bucks site for brittle bladder fern.

5. Cornfield project (Leader Tony Marshall)

As a sub-project of PN's wildlife garden, permission was obtained from the parish council to enlarge
the current area a little in order to establish a miniature patch of cornfield, where rare arable annuals
will  be  sown,  and  populations  of  these maintained  as  far  as  possible.  The  presence  of  wheat  is
important as a host for some of these plants and we have been supplied with a mixture of bread and
bearded wheats by Wren Davis Ltd. Seeds of wildflowers have been supplied mainly by the College
Lake BBOWT Reserve cornfield project, along with some locally collected and a couple purchased.

The turf was removed in late spring and the ground ploughed up, followed by a late sowing of wheat
and two rare annuals in order to condition the ground. The wheat grew well, and one of the introduced
annuals,  the very rare prickly poppy, germinated and produced seed, while 30 other arable annuals
emerged from the seed-bank already in the soil, mostly the more common of such plants. The wheat
has been harvested (some will be sown this October along with more supplied by Wren Davis), and the
ground has been tilled again. The main sowing of about a dozen different annuals will take place at the
same time as the wheat, so that they can overwinter, the cold stimulating them to germinate in the
spring.

Most of these plants are very rare and we shall have to see how many will take to the local soil and can
be maintained. There are very few such cornfield annual projects in Britain. If the results are good
over the next few years we should seek an additional site (preferably on chalk as a contrasting soil
type) where we can extend the work, although the size of area we can manage will depend on the
number of volunteers we can get.
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6. Events (Vanessa Rickett)

We have held our usual programme of 3 talks throughout the year. At the 2017 AGM Roger Wilding
from the Wycombe Wildlife Group gave us a very informative and interesting talk about Fascinating
Fungi. In February our Phillip Horwood spoke to us about Hedgehogs and then in June Karen van
Oostrum’s talk described the work of Cambridge University Botanic Garden. If you have any ideas for
future talks or have heard a good speaker please let us know.

Our walks programme has been expanded by having three walks round the local hedgerows in spring,
summer and autumn led by Karen van Oostrum; although primarily designed for children they usually
attract a good number of interested adults. Tony Marshall has led us through the fields in spring ‘In
Search of the Gowk’’ (the cuckoo) and in autumn to search for fungi in the woods. And as usual John
Obee led the Spring Bird Walk looking for annual migrants around Shardeloes Lake.

We had two events restricted to Members only in June - Jeanette and Ted Hedley opened their gem
of a garden to show what you can achieve in such a small area – thank you both for your hospitality.
The Glow Worm walk was held during the hot summer months when we finally managed to see some of
these elusive creatures actually glowing. Thanks to Fiona and Ian Waller for providing such a perfect
habitat and for allowing us to share it!

7. Junior Photo Competition (Leader KeithTyrrell)

This initially was lead by Paul Heath and two meetings, with the three judges, took place at his house in
late 2017 and early 2018. It was agreed that the 2017 competition was very successful and a 2018
competition should take place. The submission criteria, ways to submit, closing date, and the publicity
were discussed and agreed.

Paul completed the following publicity
- emailed 2017 competitors and parents inviting continued participation
- contact with relevant staff at local secondary schools - The Misbourne and Pipers Corner
- invitations to compete in PN member emails and newsletter
- The Source article and pictures on 2017 competition and invitation to participate
- The Source Youth pages invitation to workshops and to participate in the competition
- promotion to Little Kingshill Village Society AGM
- PN home page articles and promoted links to entry details

In addition two photographic workshops were organized during this year.

Unfortunately due to health issues Paul Heath had to withdraw from leading the 2018 photographic
competition, and I thank him for his valuable contribution. Keith Tyrrell eventually took over but much
of the hard work had been completed by Paul.
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With the help of Frank Rickett there are only two routes to submit photographs electronically, and I
am alerted by Frank when a submission takes place and is placed on PN Fickr account.

The closing date is 20th October 2018 and there are two categories:

1. Mammals, Birds, Reptiles and Amphibians
2. Plants, Lichens, Fungus and Insects

The judges remain the same as 2017 – Keith Tyrrell, Karen van Oostrum, and Ross McVean.
Results of the competition will be announced at the AGM.

8. Hedgerow Walks (Leader Karen van Oostrum)
At the end of 2017 we started a new series of walks, visiting local hedgerows to look at what was
growing there from season to season.  The aim was to try to encourage more families with young
children to find out about Prestwood Nature, through relaxed, educational ‘nature rambles’.

Karen has led 3 walks in 2018, looking at hedgerows in spring, summer and autumn. We follow the same
route every time, allowing repeat participants to really familiarise themselves with the plants that we
come across, and to appreciate how they change from season to season.

These guided walks serve to spark children’s interest in the natural world, and to help them to begin to
understand what they are seeing around them. It is also an opportunity to share some ideas about how
to stay safe and to be responsible when out and about enjoying the countryside.

Although the original idea was to encourage families and children, we have had a lovely wide range of
ages attending. These walks also suit those in ill health, or those who simply can’t walk far, as the
route is short and relatively flat.

The summer walk fell in the middle of the heatwave, but despite this we still had a couple of very keen
attendees. The Spring and Autumn walks were well attended though, with between 10 and 20
participants on each. Spring, Summer and Autumn walks will continue in 2019.
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9. Kiln Common Orchard (Leader Vanessa Rickett)

Due to the variable weather during the spring only the apples and once again the Langley Bullace
managed to set any amount of fruit. The cherries produced practically nothing and there were few
pears.

We had planned to pick the apples and have them juiced ready to serve and distribute at the AGM but
unfortunately the fruit from Bazeley apple was picked by an unknown couple the week before our
planned work party. The Langley Bullace also suffered a similar fate. There will be a few bottles of
apple juice to taste in November.

Despite the dry hot weather during the summer most of the trees have survived. At least the grass
did not grow quite so vigorously due to the drought. The area has been mown with a small machines late
in the year to enable the wild flowers to set seed.

We have received permission from the Parish Council to build compost bins to deal with the arisings
from the mowing and scything and hope that they will be erected this autumn. The cuttings will then
provide a mulch to feed the trees next spring.

Thanks to all those who have given not just their muscle power but also ideas about the best way to
manage the site.

10. Membership (Paul Heath/Vanessa Rickett)

Membership (Family and individual subscribers) has risen from 94 at the 2017 AGM to 101 at the time
of writing. These memberships cover 197 people with approximately 173 adults and 24 youngsters.
The 15 new memberships included 5 free memberships given to entrants in the Junior Photo
Competition. 10 members failed to renew this year.

While this membership is healthy, we are keen to encourage younger members and young families to
participate as much as possible.

The annual membership subscription was £8 per household for the 2018 calendar year and will remain
at this level for 2019. This represents excellent value for all the free walks and talks, newsletters and
fellowship on our various projects as well as enabling Prestwood Nature to serve the community in the
area of nature and conservation.
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11. Pollinator Friendly Garden (Leader Tina Hillas)

The Garden has been attracting many insect visitors to its colourful flowers, and people too have been
visiting to enjoy being in a peaceful, natural setting. We have held four work parties on Saturday
mornings in April, May, September and October. The flower borders are largely allowed to ‘do their
own thing’; they contain wild as well as cultivated plants and various grasses. This year new lavender
plants were put in and a few other new plants added. The main requirement is to keep the grass short
but not much mowing was required during the long hot summer. The buddleia will need pruning hard
next Spring, so we will probably have a work party in March 2019. The other young trees and shrubs
are doing well despite the summer drought.

12. Sheepwash Pond (Leader Fiona Waller)

The dipping platform continues to attract considerable attention and while the vast majority is very
positive, we have seen an upturn in vandalism of the platform and significant increase in littering and
anti-social behaviour. The only silver lining to this sad state is that, following each incident, there is
fantastic support from local residents to tidy up, repair and make good the site for the continued
enjoyment of others. I thank them all for their on-going support and generosity of spirit, time and
materials.

In  terms  of  the  environment  at  the  pond  the  hedges,  gorse  and  terrestrial  and  marginal  plants
continue to do well. Sylvia Bennett and several other local residents have trimmed and removed some
of the more thuggish plants so that the understory of the site is thriving. Beetles and other insects
have made good use of the log piles and hedges and birds used the boxes that we put up once again –
mostly great tits this spring. Bats have been observed this summer, no doubt attracted by the insects
above the pond and in the canopy and despite the incredible hot weather during July the pond held
much of its water although obviously it was lower due to evaporation.
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There has been a family of ducks and a few moorhens which we know attract well-meaning visits to
feed bread. Without wanting to be a kill-joy, it would be preferable if people didn’t feed the ducks and
just looked at them instead. The more they are encouraged to be there, the worse the water quality
and fewer floating plants, tadpoles and newts survive to maturity. Overall the biodiversity in the pond
has dropped over the 10 years that it has been restored and so we will consider whether there are
changes we can make to reverse this.

13. Surveying and Records (Leader Tony Marshall)

Important sightings continue to be sent in by members and we have followed all  of them up with
fieldwork where necessary. A survey of the different bramble species in Angling Spring Wood has
been carried out, documenting the exact locations with GPS of the rarest species, in collaboration with
the county Plant Recorder. As of 20 September 2018 we have 37,731 records in our database for the
Prestwood Nature area.

The database is a crucial resource for responding to various planning applications and in writing the
Ecological Flora of the Chilterns available on the PN website. This flora is now complete except for 3
chapters on the grasses, one of which will soon be added and the other two, it is anticipated, by the
end of the year, although additions continue to be made to the current chapters with new observations
(including some new species) and photographs. (Several members helped by growing from seed some
plants of which we had no photographs - notably Hazel Tyler, Tina Hillas and George Lewis.)

14. Trees and Hedges (Leaders Tony Marshall & Val Marshall)

There has been no progress on hedge surveying, but Val and I have continued recording GPS locations
for known ancient trees and ensuring we have photographs of each one, as well as adding quite a few
new ones to the database.  The database (currently 522 trees) has been polished up and we are
contemplating sending reports on the most important of our trees to the relevant local authority tree
officers with the intention of getting Tree Protection Orders on them.

15. Website (Webmaster Frank Rickett)

The website continues to be a major source of information about Prestwood Nature for members and
non-members alike.

This year we have added a photo galleries page (www.prestwoodnature.org/photos) where visitors can
see the full collection of photo albums that we have set up in our Flickr account. The photos in each
album can be looked at in a pop-up photo viewer or the visitor can click on a link and see them directly
within Flickr itself. Photo galleries are a useful way we can publicise our activities and we hope to be
able to expand the scope of the galleries next year to include images of the various sites we maintain.

The website pages describing our talks and guided walks have also been expanded.

Photographs

The various photos in  the report have been taken by Tina Hillas,  Jenny Smith,  Colin  Tyler, Keith
Tyrrell, Vanessa Rickett and Mark Wingrove, to whom many thanks.
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